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Lot

Description

1

GENTLEMENS UNIVERSAL GENEVE WRISTWATCH, circular off white dial with silver hour markers and Arabic numerals, sword
hands and a central seconds hand, 33mm stainless steel case with universal crown, inside is a manually wound movement, on a brown
leather strap, watch is currently running. *** Please ...[more]

2

GENTLEMENS OMEGA CONSTELLATION AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH REF. 167.021, circular gold brushed dial with black hands
and markers, 33mm gold plated case with omega crown and screw down case back, inside is an automatic cal. 712 movement, on a
brown leather strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view ...[more]

3

LADIES OMEGA DRESS WATCH NO 57803218,round,silver dial with silver sword hands, silver baton markers,20mm steel case,steel
snap back, quartz, steel bracelet with safety clasp, watch is currently running, comes with box and papers dated 15/11/2002. *** Please
view images carefully as they are part of ...[more]

4

GENTLEMANS MONT BLANC PL 390106,round,silver dial and hands, silver arabic markers, snap back, manual wind, black strap,
watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please
contact us ***

5

MID-SIZE TAG HEUER WF1220-KO,round, white dial with illuminated hands,illuminated markers,date aperture at 3 o clock,30mm steel
case with gold plated bezel,quartz,brown strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condit ...[more]

6

GENTLEMAN'S CLASSIC TWO TONE ROLEX DATEJUST , MODEL 16233, SN W20.... CIRCA 1995, round, champagne dial with gold
hands, gold baton markers, date aperture at 3 o clock with cyclops lens,gold engine turned bezel, 35mm steel case,automatic, two tone
jubilee bracelet, comes with box and papers and thre ...[more]

7

GENTLMANS LEONIDAS TRI CALENDAR 18CT GOLD CHRONOGRAPH 567102,round,silver dial with gold hands,day-date at 12 o
clock, 34mm 18ct gold case, snap back,manual wind, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please co ...[more]

8

GENTLEMANS CUERVO Y SOBRINOS HABANA CHRONOGRAPH,round,silver dial with black hands,black arabic markers,38mm
steel case,manual wind,brown strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for
further info on condition please contact us ***

9

VINTAGE 14K OMEGA OPEN FACED POCKET WATCH, MOVEMENT NUMBER 5814508, WITH GOLD COIN SET KEY
CHAIN,round, champagne dial with black hands,large black Arabic markers, 45mm gold case stamped 585, gold snap back, manual
wind,key ring tested 14k with coin 18k or higher total weight is 13.62gms, currently ...[more]

10

GENTLEMANS ROLEX PRECISION 9CT WRISTWATCH 12376, round, silver with gold hands, gold baton markers,33mm gold case,
snap back, manual wind, brown strap with Rolex buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of
the description, for further info on condition pl ...[more]

11

GENTLEMANS ROLEX DATEJUST MODEL 16233, SN X15.... , CIRCA 1991, round, black pyramid dial with illuminated hands, gold
roman numeral markers,date aperture at 3 o clock,33mm steel case , fluted bezel. automatic, two colour jubilee bracelet, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images carefully ...[more]

12

GENTLEMANS ZODIAC, round, black dial with illuminated hands, gold baton markers, day-date at 12 o clock, 32mm steel case, snap
back, automatic, canvas two tone strap with buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on con ...[more]

13

GENTLEMENS WITTNAUER PROFESSIONAL CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with multiple outer
tracks, 38mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with a manually wound movement inside, on a
black leather strap, watch is currently running.*** Please v ...[more]

14

GENTLEMENS UNIVERSAL GENEVE CLIMATEPROOF COMPAX F.A.B. BRAZILLIAN AIR FORCE 18CT GOLD CHRONOGRAPH
WRISTWATCH, circular silver triple register dial with gold arrow head hour markers and gun metal blue hands, gold bezel on a 34mm
18ct gold case with twin pushers and gold crown, snap case back marked ' ...[more]

15

GENTLEMANS 18K JAEGER-LE COULTRE 111.1.09 / 1946287,round, off white dial with black hands, black roman numeral
markers,30mm 18k gold case, gold snap back, quartz, brown strap with jaegar-le coultre gold plated buckle, comes with a box. ***
Please view images carefully as they are part of the descri ...[more]

16

VERY RARE EARLY SILVER STAUFFER AND CO WATCH,from 1894 they started to buy watches and movements from IWC,, this
timepiece is hallmarked 1900, movement made between 1870 and 1906 and is stamped hallmarked silver with a makers mark of C and
N,round, black dial hands, large white arabic markers, 30mm ...[more]

17

GENTLEMANS PORSCHE P6000 DESIGN CHRONOGRAPH,6612.1412, round, blue dial with white illuminated hands, illuminated
markers, 40mm steel/teflon case,exhibition back. teflon double clasp bracelet, comes with box and paperwork,automatic, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images carefully as the ...[more]

18

PATEK PHILIPPE KEYLESS POCKET WATCH, BRUSHED STEEL WITH SUBSIDIARY SECONDS, MANUALLY WOUND POCKET
WATCH, circular matte silver dial with circular polished silver housing applied gold coloured numerals and minute track, long gold leaf
hands with matching subsidiary seconds hand at 6 o'clock, Patek Ph ...[more]

19

GENTLEMENS GIRARD PERREGAUX OLIMPICO CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular off white triple register dial with silver
match box hour markers and paddle hands rotating bezel on a 42mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and GP crown, screw down
case back with a manually wound valjoux 72 movement inside ...[more]

20

GENTLEMENS ZENITH DEFY AUTOMATIC DATE WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with dot hour markers and hands, rotating bezel
on a 37mm stainless steel movement with a screw down case back, inside is an automatic movement, on a black leather strap, watch is
currently running.*** Please view images carefully ...[more]

21

MID SIZE CYMA SHOCK RESISTING VINTAGE WRISTWATCH, circular brushed silver dial with black arabic numerals and outer
minute track, gun metal blue hands and a red central seconds hand, 30mm chrome case with a screw down s/s case back, inside is a
multi-jewel manually wound movement, on a black leather ...[more]

22

GENTLEMENS OMEGA '53' BRITISH MILITARY WRISTWATCH REF. 2777 1, circular black dial with white Arabic numerals and crows
foot, patina lume sword hands and an outer minute track, 37mm stainless steel case with a large crown and a screw down case back
marked '6645 101000 6B/542 2351/53', inside is a du ...[more]

23

LADIES 18K WHITE GOLD HAPPY SPORT CLASSIC SQUARE DIAMOND BEZEL WATCH,507010,square, white dial with silver
hands, black roman numeral markers,3 row diamond set bezel,20mm 18k gold case, screw back, 18k double clasp bracelet,quartz,
watch is not currently running. *** Please view images carefully as ...[more]

24

GENTLEMANS VINTAGE AUDEMAR PIGUET ROYAL OAK MODEL NO 1384,round,grey dial with gold hands, gold illuminated baton
markers, date aperture at 3 o clock,32mm steel case with gold coloured bezel,screw steel back,quartz, two tone concealed clasp
bracelet, watch is not currently running, comes with pouch ...[more]

25

GENTLEMENS JAEGER LECOULTRE MEMOVOX SPEED BEAT WRISTWATCH W/ BOX & PAPERS REF. 1340292, circular two
tone silver dial with black Arabic numerals and silver hands, date window at 3, 37mm stainless steel case with twin crowns, one to set
the time and the other to select alarm time, inside is an au ...[more]

26

GENTLEMENS SANDOZ AUTOMATIC DATE SUPER COMPRESSOR DIVERS WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with applied block
hour markers and inner rotating bezel, 40mm stainless steel case with twin Sandoz crowns, screw down case back with an automatic
movement inside, on a black leather strap, watch is currently ...[more]

27

GENTLEMENS SANDOZ AUTOMATIC DATE SUPER COMPRESSOR DIVERS WRISTWATCH, circular grey dial with applied block
hour markers and inner rotating bezel, date window at 3, 40mm stainless steel case with twin Sandoz crowns, screw down case back
with an automatic movement inside, on a brown leather strap, wat ...[more]

28

GENTLEMENS HAMILTON G.S. TROPICALIZED WRISTWATCH REF. 1 680 984, circular patina black dial with light green Arabic
numerals and patina hour markers, outer minute track, smooth bezel on a 36mm stainless steel case with a large crown and screw
down case back markerd tropicalized '150 OE 75003-3', ins ...[more]

29

GENTLEMANS BVLGARI BB38SS,round, black dial with silver hands, arabic and baton markers.named manafacturer bezel,38 mm
steel case, steel snap box, automatic, concealed double clasp,comes with box and papers , watch is currently running. *** Please view
images carefully as they are part of the descri ...[more]

30

GENTLEMENS TUDOR OYSTER PRINCE SUBMARINER 'POINTED CROWN GUARDS' WRISTWATCH REF. 7928, circular black
dial with dot hour markers and a gilt chapter ring, Mercedes hands, rotating bezel on a 40mm stainless steel case with pointed crown
guards and a screw down rolex crown, screw down case back with an ...[more]

31

GENTLEMENS GIRARD PERREGAUX FERRARI CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH REF. 8020, circular black triple register dial with
patina Arabic numerals, date window between 4 and 5, patina hour hands and an outer minute track, 38mm stainless steel case with
twin pushers and Ferrari crown, screw down case back with an ...[more]

32

GENTLEMANS VINTAGE UNIVERSAL , round, gold dial and gold hands, gold baton markers,non date, 30mm gold case , gold snap
back,manual wind ,total weight 58.02 gms watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please cont ...[more]

33

GENTLEMENS OMEGA SEAMASTER AUTOMATIC 'BUMPER' WRISTWATCH REF. 2577 CIRCA 1948, circular silver dial with silver
numbering and arrow head hour markers, silver leaf hands and subsidiary dial at 6, 34.5mm thick framed stainless steel case with
original Omega crown, thick lugs and screw down case back, ...[more]

34

GENTLEMENS INTERNATIONAL WATCH COMPANY BRITISH MILITARY WRISTWATCH, circular black tritium dial with white Arabic
numerals and tritium lume hands, 36mm stainless steel case with a large crown fixed lugs and a screw down case back marked '6B/346
1386/48', inside is a manually wound movement, on a bla ...[more]

35

GENTLEMEN'S VINTAGE TUDOR OYSTER PRINCE SUBMARINER REF 7016/0 CIRCA 1970, Circular black dial with tritium meters
first rose emblem dial, period Mercedes hands, 40mm stainless steel case, black bezel insert, brown leather Geckota strap, fine
condition, currently running well

36

GENTLEMEN'S 18CT ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL DAY-DATE REF 1803 CIRCA 1973, gold dial with baton hour markers, outer
minute track, fluted bezel, 36mm 18ct gold case, calibre 1556 automatic movement, Rolex 18ct President bracelet, serial number
322XXXX, Circa 1973, accompanied by period Rolex leather bound ...[more]

37

GENTLEMANS OMEGA DEVILLE DRESS WATCH, tv shape,beige dial with gold hands, black roman numeral markers, push winder,
30x25mm gold plated case, engine turned bezel, quartz, black hirsch strap, watch is currently running, comes in omega red repair case.
*** Please view images carefully as they are par ...[more]

38

GENTLEMANS VINTAGE JAEGER-LE COULTRE 4636/408813,round, pink salmon dial with black hands,black roman numeral
markers, small second hand sub dial at six o clock,28mm case, snap back,black strap with steel buckle, manual wind,watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they are pa ...[more]

39

GENTLEMENS OMEGA SEAMASTER AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH REF. 2975 CIRCA 1958, circular silver dial with a black and silver
hour markers and hands, 35mm stainless steel case with an omega crown and seamaster case back, inside is an automatic cal. 501,
watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefu ...[more]

40

GENTLEMENS ROLEX SEMI BUBBLE BACK WRISTWATCH, circular honeycomb dial with arrow hour markers, unusual faceted
bezel, 34mm stainless steel case with screw down semi bubble back, automatic movement inside, steel riveted oyster bracelet with
deployant clasp, watch is currently running. *** Please view ...[more]

41

GENTLEMENS TUDOR OYSTER SHOCK RESISTING WRISTWATCH REF 7934, circular black dial with hour markers, 34mm case
with screw down case back, manual wind movement inside, light brown leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running. ***
Please view images carefully as they are part of the descri ...[more]

42

GENTLEMENS NOS LIP NAUTIC-SKI ELECTRONIC WRISTWATCH 644098, circular black dial with hour markers and arabic
numbers, date at 3 0'clock, 36mm case with screw down case back, black strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please
view images carefully as they are part of the description, ...[more]

43

GENTLEMENS OMEGA SEAMASTER CALENDAR AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH REF. 2849, circular black dial with gilt lettering and
cross shaped hairlines, a date window at three and gold hour markers and hands, 34mm gold plated case with Omega crown and snap
seamaster case back, inside is an automatic cal. 503 movemen ...[more]

44

GENTLEMAN'S ROLEX DATEJUST DIAMOND SET , MODEL 16234,SN K61...., CIRCA 2001, round, black dial with silver hands,
diamond dot markers.date aperture at 3 o clock with cyclops lens, 35mm steel case with diamond bezel, automatic, steel oyster
bracelet, watch is currently running. *** Please view images ...[more]

45

GENTLEMENS OMEGA WRISTWATCH CIRCA 1941, circular patina dial with black Arabic numerals and a subsidiary dial at 6, blue
leaf hands in a 33mm stainless steel case with a large crown, screw down case back with a manually wound movement inside, on a
black leather strap, watch is currently running. *** ...[more]

46

GENTLEMANS IWC 1986312, round, silver dial with black hour and minute hand, silver second hand,black roman numeral
markers,32mm steel case,snap back, automstic,black strap with steel jlc buckle, comes with a box, watch is currently running. ***
Please view images carefully as they are part of the de ...[more]

47

LADIES 18K DE LANEAU, DIAMOND PAVE DIAL AND RUBY SET BEZEL , MODEL GE65, round, pavedial with gold hands, no hour
markers, 23mm gold dial, stamped 750/18k inside case back, on burgundy de laneau strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view
images carefully as they are part of the description, ...[more]

48

GENTLEMENS LONGINES CALATRAVA WRISTWATCH CIRCA 1946 REF. 23424, circular patina dial with black Arabic numerals and
gun metal blue hands, a subsidiary dial at 6, 35mm stainless steel case with a snap case back and crown, inside is a manually wound
cal. 12.68z movement, in a black leather strap, watc ...[more]

49

LADIES DIAMOND SET CHOPARD WRISTWATCH 17128 5026 1, oval blue stone dial, 18mm x 25mm case, quartz movement inside,
diamond set bezel and bracelet, fixed bangle 18ct white gold, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are
part of the description, for further info on cond ...[more]

50

GENTLEMENS BREITLING WRISTWATCH 4001, circular silver dial with hour markers, date at 3 0'clock, 35mm stainless steel case
with screw down case back, manual wind movement inside, brown leather strap with Breitling pin buckle, watch is currently running. ***
Please view images carefully as they are p ...[more]

51

GENTLEMENS ENICAR AUTOMATIC SHERPA SUPER DIVE WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with patina and applied hour markers
and hands, rotating inner grey bezel and a red date wheel at 3, 40mm stainless steel case with twin crowns, screw down case back with
an automatic movement inside, on a grey leather str ...[more]

52

GENTLEMENS HEUER AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black triple register dial with a day date window at 3,
41mm graduated stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back an automatic movement inside, watch is
currently running.*** Please view images carefully as they ...[more]

53

GENTLEMENS OMEGA CHRONOSTOP, circular grey dial with hour markers, 34mm x 39mm case with screw down case back, manual
wind movement inside, black leather Omega strap with steel Omega pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for fur ...[more]

54

GENTLEMENS OMEGA CHRONOSTOP, circular grey dial with hour markers, 34mm x 39mm case with screw down case back, manual
wind movement inside, black leather Omega strap with steel Omega pin buckle, watch is currently running, comes with a repair warranty
card dated July 2019. *** Please view images car ...[more]

55

GENTLEMENS 18CT WHITE GOLD CELLINI 1179767, circular silver dial with hour markers, 34mm 18ct white gold case, rolex badge
on winder snap back, manual wind movement inside, black leather strap with steel Rolex pin buckle, comes with a Rolex box, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images car ...[more]

56

GENTLEMENS ROLEX PRECISION WRISWATCH, circular dial with arabic numbers, 30mm 9ct gold case with snap case back,
manual wind movement inside, tan leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running, please note discolouration to the dial as
pictured. *** Please view images carefully as they ar ...[more]

57

GENTLEMANS CHOPARD HAPPY SPORT WATCH ,round, snowflake dial with diamond snow flake 25 dias estimated 0.09ct total,3 x
floating diamonds 0.30ct ,white hands , white dot markers, 35mm steel case, steel back, quartz, coes with box and papers , watch is
currently running. *** Please view images careful ...[more]

58

GENTLEMENS OMEGA SEAMASTER WRISTWATCH W/BOX & PAPERWORK, circular black dial with hour markers, date at 3
0'clock, 40mm stainless steel case with screw down case back, quartz movement inside, uni-directional rotating bezel, steel bracelet
with deployant clasp, watch is currently running, comes w ...[more]

59

LADIES' EMPORIO ARMANI DIAMOND SET WRISTWATCH, rectangular mop dial with diamond set bezel on stainless steel case,
quartz movement inside, on original bracelet, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please con ...[more]

60

*** TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** LADIES' LONGINES CONQUEST WRISTWATCH, circular champagne dial with silver hour
markers and a date aperture at 3, 25mm stainless steel case with quartz movement and bi metal Longines bracelet, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they are p ...[more]

61

*** TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** GENTLEMEN'S BURBERRY CALENDAR WRISTWATCH, circular salmon pink dial with
Roman numerals and day date aperture, 38mm stainless steel case with Burberry crown, quartz movement, brown leather strap with
original buckle. *** Please view images carefully as they are part ...[more]

62

*** TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE *** LADIES RAYMOND WEIL QUARTZ WRISTWATCH, circular black dial, gold hands and
diamante gold plated case, quartz movement, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please contact us ...[more]

63

*** TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE *** GENTLEMENS MAURICE LACROIX WRISTWATCH, rectangular two tone dial with gold
hour markers and hands, on a brown leather strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please conta ...[more]

64

*** TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE *** LADIES LONGINES GRAND CLASSIQUE WRISTWATCH, circular white dial with black
roman numerals and hands, bi metal case, quartz movement, original bracelet, watch is currently running. *** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for further inf ...[more]

65

***TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** GENTLEMENS LONGINES AUTOMATIC ADMIRAL DATE WRISTWATCH, circular tow tone
dial with red hands a white central seconds hand, automatic movement inside, watch is currently running. *** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on ...[more]

66

RARE GENTLEMENS HEUER AUTAVIA DIVER 100 CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with patina dot
hour markers and Mercedes hands, date window at 6, diver 100 signed dial, rotating bezel on a 42mm stainless steel case with twin
pushers and Heuer crown, screw down case back with a cal ...[more]

67

GENTLEMENS URECH CHRONOGRAPH AUTOMATIC DAY DATE WRISTWATCH, circular black triple register dial with a day date
window at 3, 41mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with an automatic movement inside, on a
black strap, watch is not currently running.*** Please view ...[more]

68

GENTLEMAN'S GOLD PLATED ROLEX OYSTERDATE MODEL 6694, SN 471...CIRCA BETWEEN 1946 AND 1959 AND IS HEAD
ONLY , champagne dial with gold hands, gold baton markers, 32 back,33mm gold plated case, steel back, watch is currently running.
*** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description ...[more]

69

18CT MINIATURE TIFFANY & CO OPEN FACED POCKET WATCH round, white dial with black hands, black Arabic markers, 28mm
gold case,number inside case 76522, engraved personally inside first case and dated 1902, stamped 18k, manual wind, not currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they a ...[more]

70

GENTLEMENS VINTAGE OMEGA WRISTWATCH CIRCA 1940s, rectangular silver dial with hour markers and arabic number 3, 9 and
12, small seconds at 6 0'clock, 22mm x 37mm steel case with snap case back, please note personal engraving on case back, manual
wind movement inside, adjustable bracelet, watch is cu ...[more]

71

GENTLEMENS WYLER SUPERIOR INCAFLEX WRISWATCH 10803, circular dial with roman numerals and dot hour markers, 31mm
14ct rose gold case with snap case back, manual wind movement inside, black leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running.
*** Please view images carefully as they are part of ...[more]

72

VINTAGE OMEGA SEAMASTER COSMIC AUTOMATIC REF 166045-TOOL107, silvered dial, baton hour markers, outer grey and
black tracks, date aperture, 35mm cushion cosmic case, Omega crown, later expandable strap, currently running well

73

9CT TRENCH WATCH CIRCA 1932, circular dial, Black roman numerals, subsidiary seconds, 9ct hallmarked Metor British Made case,
15 jewel swiss made moment, period leather strap

74

VINTAGE 9CT CYMA WATERSPORT CYMAFLEX, circular dial, gold arrow hour markers, 32mm 9ct case, solid lugs, screw down case
back, inner case back hallmarked and signed, 17 jewel, Cyma R. 459 Tavannes signed manual wind movement, 30g gross

75

GENTLEMAN'S 18K VINTAGE PATEK PHILIPPE ULTRA SLIM WATCH, square, champagne lined dial with gold hands, black markers
at 3 hour intervals, 35mm hallmarked in Europe 18k, snap back, movement numbered 1367064, manual wind, not original strap , watch
is currently running. *** Please view images carefull ...[more]

76

LADIES DIAMOND SET TAG HEUER AQUARACER , MODEL WAF141G,round,white diamond dot dial with silver hands, diamond set
bezel , 23 stones total weight 0.22ct, vvs-if, 29mm steel case, quartz, steel bracelet, box and paperwork but no guarantee card, watch is
not currently running. *** Please view images c ...[more]

77

GENTLEMANS SICURA CHRONO JOGGING WATCH, round, two tone dial with illuminated hands, date aperture at 3 o clock,manual
wind,black strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on
condition please contact us ***

78

GENTLEMANS JACKYICKX EASYRIDER 2651,round, two tone dial with illuminated hands , white markers,36mm resin case,snap
back, quartz, snap back, brown strap, watch is not currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description,
for further info on condition please contac ...[more]

79

GENTLEMANS SANDOZ 1746Z-84-8,round, three tone dial, illuminated hands,rotating outer dial, day-date at 3 o clock, 38mm steel
case,automatic, brown hirch strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for
further info on condition please cont ...[more]

80

GENTLEMANS VINTAGE CYMA BRITISH MILITARY WRISTWATCH, round, brown dial with illuminated hands,illuminated hands,
37mm steel case,manual wind,brown strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please contact us ...[more]

81

GENTLEMENS JAEGER LECOULTRE FUTUREMATIC 9CT GOLD WRISTWATCH W/ BOX, circular twin register patina dial with gold
hour markers and dauphine hands, 36mm 9ct gold case with a graduated bezel and extended lugs, crown is located on the case back,
inside is an automatic bumper movement, on a brown leather ...[more]

82

GENTLEMANS GOLD PLATED GRUEN VINTAGE WATCH.round, gold dial with gold hands,32mm case,manual wind,snap back,brown
strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please
contact us ***

83

LADIES ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL DATE WRISTWATCH REF. 79160, circular blue dial with applied silver roman numerals, date
window at 3 and silver hands, smooth bezel on a 26mm stainless steel case with a screw down rolex crown and caseback, inside is an
automatic movement, on a rolex stainless steel oyst ...[more]

84

GENTLEMANS BAUME & MERCIER 4472361,round, silver dial with gold hands,gold Arabic markers,day-date at 12 o clock, 32mm
steel case,snap back, automatic, black strap, watch is currently working. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition ple ...[more]

85

GENTLEMEN'S ETNA LIGHT JET CHRONOGRAPH DATE VINTAGE WRISTWATCH, circular twin register silver dial with faceted hour
markers and multiple outer tracks, date window at 6, tachymetre rotating bezel on a 44mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and
crown, screw down case back with a manual wind valj ...[more]

86

GENTLEMEN'S CAUNY SUBMARINE VINTAGE DIVERS WATCH, circular patina dial with patina green hour markers and hands, date
aperture at 3, faded blue bezel on a 37mm chrome plated case with large Cauny crown, screw down case back marked Cauny Prima
badge housing a manual wind multi jewel movement inside, ...[more]

87

GENTLEMEN'S WALTHAM AUTO DIVER, B 271 - A 397X, CAL. 1803, VINTAGE MANUALLY WOUND WRISTWATCH, circular glossy
black dial with luminous baton hands, central second hand, date at 3 o'clock, red text, with steel surround, applied indices with luminous
filling, outer minute track, 36mm case with black f ...[more]

88

GENTLEMEN'S LORD ELGIN MANUAL WIND WRISTWATCH, 28mm circular 14k gold filled case, round textured black dial, secondhand sub-dial, black leather strap, currently running. With box and outer box.*** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition pleas ...[more]

89

GENTLEMEN'S OMEGA BI-COLOUR QUARTZ DATE WRISTWATCH W/ BOX & PAPERS, 32mm bi-metal circular case, gold coloured
patterned dial, brown leather Omega strap with Omega buckle, currently running. With box and papers. *** Please view images carefully
as they are part of the description, for further in ...[more]

90

GENTLEMENS PEELISS 9CT GOLD HALF HUNTER WRISTWATCH, circular white dial with black Arabic numerals and subsidiary dial
at 6, gun metal blue hands, 31mm 9ct gold case, manually wound movement inside, on a black leather strap, watch is not currently
running a/f. *** Please view images carefully as the ...[more]

91

GENTLEMENS ORIS ARTELIER COMPLICATION WRISTWATCH CIRCA 2007, circular silver dial with hour markers, day sub-dial at 3
0'clock, second timezone sub-dial at 6 0'clock, day sub-dial at 9 0'clock, moonphase display at 12 0'clock, 37mm stainless steel case,
automatic movement inside, exhibition case bac ...[more]

92

GENTLEMENS SEIKO AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with hour markers, day and date at 3 0'clock,
40mm stainless steel case with screw down Pogue (6139-6002) case back, please note case back is incorrect for this watch, automatic
movement inside, stainless steel bracelet with depl ...[more]

93

GENTLEMENS ROLEX PRECISION 9CT GOLD WRISTWATCH, circular off white dial with applied gold hour markers and alpha hands,
subsidiary dial at 6, 31mm 9ct gold case with a snap case back, inside is a manually wound rolex movement inside, watch is currently
running.*** Please view images carefully as the ...[more]

94

GENTLEMENS OLLECH & WAJS CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with patina hour markers and
multiple outer tracks, rotating bezel on a 38mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with a
manually wound valjoux cal. 7730 movement, on a beads of ...[more]

95

GENTLEMENS LEJOUR CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with applied silver Arabic numerals, multiple
outer tracks, silver hands, 36mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with a manually wound
movement inside, on a brown leather strap watch is c ...[more]

96

GENTLEMENS WITTNAUER 2000 CALENDAR AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH W/ BOX & PAPERS, circular navy dial with multiple
calendar apertures, 42mm stainless steel case with two crowns and a single pusher, screw down case back with an automatic
movement inside, on a green canvas strap, comes with its box and bla ...[more]

97

GENTLEMENS ZENITH ESPERIA EL PRIMERO CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH W/ BOX & PAPERS, circular blue sunburst triple
register dial with a date window between 4 and 5, applied gold Breguet numerals and hands, rotating gold bezel on a 38.5mm stainless
steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case ...[more]

98

GENTLEMENS OMEGA SPEEDMASTER QUARTZ WRISTWATCH REF. 186.0005, rounded LCD screen in a 34mm stainless steel
case with 5 pushers 1 hidden, snap case back with a cal. 1620 quartz movement inside, on a stainless steel bracelet, watch is currently
running*** Please view images carefully as they are part ...[more]

99

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL DATE WRISTWATCH REF.15000, circular blue dial with applied silver hour markers
and hands, date window at 3, smooth bezel on a 34mm stainless steel case with a screw down rolex crown, screw down case back with
an automatic movement inside, on a rolex oyster bracelet, ...[more]

100

GENTLEMENS OMEGA 9CT GOLD 30T2 WRISTWATCH CIRCA 1943, circular patina gold dial with black Arabic numerals and
subsidiary dial at 6, gun metal blue hands, flat crown on a 33.5mm 9ct gold case, snap case back with a manually wound15 jewel
movement, on a black leather strap, watch is currently running ...[more]

101

LADIES MICHELE MINI URBAN DIAMOND SET WATCH MODEL, 71-2701, tonneau shape, white raised dial with silver hands, black
Arabic markers, second indicator sub dial at 6 o clock, 25x28mm steel case, screw back,quartz,overlapping steel case with safety clasp,
watch is not currently running.*** Please view ...[more]

102

LADIES CARTIER 18CT GOLD WRISTWATCH REF. 1150 SN MG30....,square off white dial with black hands, black roman numeral
markers, 21x21mm case, screw down case back,quartz, black Cartier strap, watch is not currently running. *** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for fur ...[more]

103

LADIES TAG HEUER DIAMOND SET AQUARACER MODEL WAF1416, round, diamond dot white dial with silver hands,diamond
bezel, date aperture at 6 o clock,32mm steel case, quartz, steel bracelet with safety pushers, watch is not currently running.*** Please
view images carefully as they are part of the descrip ...[more]

104

GENTLEMAN'S TAG HEUER AQUARACER MODEL WAF1112, round, silver dial with white hands, illuminated hand with silver Arabic
marker at 12,date aperture at 3 o clock,rotating silver bezel,38mm steel case, quartz, steel bracelet,watch is currently running. ***
Please view images carefully as they are part ...[more]

105

LADIES ROLEX DATEJUST W/BOX, circular champagne tapestry dial with baton hour markers, date at 3 0'clock, 25mm case,
automatic movement inside, 18k yellow gold integrated bracelet, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are
part of the description, for further info on c ...[more]

106

GENTLEMEN'S PIAGET 18CT GOLD QUARTZ WRISTWATCH W/ BOX REF. 74121, rectangular gold dial with with black roman
numerals and gold leaflet hands, textured trim on a 28x33mm 18ct gold case with crown on the case back, on a black leather strap with
gold Piaget buckle, comes with a box, watch is currently ...[more]

107

MID SIZE ROLEX OYSTER CHRONOMETRE 18CT ROSE GOLD WRISTWATCH REF.4270, circular patina dial with Arabic numerals
and an outer minute track, smooth 18ct bezel on a 30mm 18ct rose gold case, screw down case back with a manually wound movement
inside, on a black leather strap, watch is currently running ...[more]

108

MID SIZE ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST DIAMOND SET WRISTWATCH W/ BOX REF. 6827, circular gold diamond dial
with a date aperture at 3, outer minute track, gold fluted bezel on a 28mm stainless steel case with gold rolex screw down crown, screw
down case back with an automatic movement, on a steel a ...[more]

109

GENTLEMENS BREITLING CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular cream twin register dial with Arabic numerals and multiple outer
tracks, gold hands, 35mm chrome case with twin pushers and crown, snap case back with a manually wound movement inside, on a
black leather strap, watch is currently running. *** Pl ...[more]

110

GENTLEMENS CYMA 9CT GOLD WRISTWATCH, rectangular off white dial with gold Arabic numerals and gun metal blue hands,
subsidiary dial at 6, 20x34mm 9ct gold case with a hinged snap case back, cyma signed manually wound movement, on a black leather
strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view ima ...[more]

111

GENTLEMENS JAEGER-LECOULTRE VINTAGE WRISTWATCH, silver patina dial with index batons, 33mm 18ct yellow gold case,
snap case back with a manual wind movement inside, brown leather strap with a pin buckle, watch is currently running.*** Please view
images carefully as they are part of the description, ...[more]

112

GENTLEMENS RONE SPORTSMANS WRISTWATCH, silver dial with arabic numbers and arrow markers, small seconds at 6 0'clock,
28mm 9ct yellow gold case, snap case back with a manual wind movement inside, brown leather strap with a pin buckle, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images carefully as t ...[more]

113

GENTLEMENS FORTIS CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, black dial with arabic numbers, day and date at 3 0'clock, 12 hour recorder
at 6 0'clock, small seconds at 9 0'clock, 30 minute recorder at 12 0'clock, 38mm steel case, screw case back with automatic movement
inside, exhibition case back, brown leather Forti ...[more]

114

GENTLEMENS OMEGA CHRONOSTOP WRISTWATCH, grey dial with index batons, 34mm stainless steel case, screw down case
back with a manual wind movement inside, brown leather strap with a pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for furthe ...[more]

115

GENTLEMENS BALL ENGINEER-HYDROCARBON CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH REF DC1016A W/BOX, PAPERS & SPARE
LINKS, black dial with hour markers, day and date at 3 0'clock, 12 hour recorder at 6 0'clock, small seconds at 9 0'clock, 30 minute
recorder at 12 0'clock, uni-directional rotating bezel, 42mm case (no ...[more]

116

GENTLEMENS CARL F.BUCHERER PATRAVI WRISTWATCH REF 166-051-5 W/BOX & PAPERS, black dial with arabic numbers,
date at 3 0'clock, 37mm stainless steel case with screw case back, automatic movement inside, exhibition caseback, black leather strap
with Carl F.Bucherer steel pin buckle, watch is curre ...[more]

117

GENTLEMAN'S VINTAGE CITIZEN 63-551, SN 90504366, round, silver dial and hands, silver arabic markers, 30mm steel case,17
jewel manual wind movement, flexi strap , watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please co ...[more]

118

GENTLEMENS NOS ASTORIA ANTIMAGNETIC WRISWATCH, circular silver dial with arrow hour markers and arabic numbers, 34mm
18ct gold case with snap case back, manual wind movement inside, black leather strap (please note is damaged/coming apart) with a
pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please vi ...[more]

119

Vintage 18ct Chronographe Suisse, circular off white dial, twin register chronograph, red centre seconds, twin outer tracks in red and
blue, 36mm case, 18ct stamped outer case, inner dust cap, 17 jewel Swiss manual wind movement, brown suede leather strap

120

Vintage 14ct LORD ELGIN CIRCA 1950, rectangular cream dial, gold Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dial, 23mm 14ct case,
triangular cut plexi glass, inner case back signed and numbered, Elgin U.S.A 626 calibre movement, 21 jewels, original Bakerlite box
and outer box

GENTLEMEN'S LEJOUR CHRONOGRAPH MANUAL WIND WRISTWATCH, 40mm circular black stainless steel case, round black
121

dial, date window, twin pushers, black tropic star strap, currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please contact ...[more]

122

GENTLEMENS ASPREY 9CT GOLD MANUAL WIND WRISTWATCH, 30mm circular gold case, off-white dial, second-hand sub-dial,
brown leather strap, 29.1g gross weight, currently running.*** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further
info on condition please contact us ***

123

GENTLEMEN'S CLEBAR VINTAGE CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular patina twin register dial with square hour markers and
an outer tachymeter, silver hands, moveable ghost bezel on 38mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case
back housing a Clebar signed Valjoux 7733 manual wind m ...[more]

124

BULOVA WRISTWATCH 4829681, rectangular silver dial with hour markers and arabic numbers 3, 9 and 12, small seconds at 6
0'clock, 25mm 10k gold filled case with snap case back, manual wind movement inside, black leather strap and pin buckle, watch is not
currently running. *** Please view images care ...[more]

125

GENTLEMEN'S CAUNY PRIMA CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with Arabic numerals and baton hour
markers, multiple outer tracks, red seconds, 36mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back marked
with Cauny Prima badge 975863, inside is a manual wind ...[more]

126

GENTLEMEN'S MEMOSAIL YACHTING WRISTWATCH, circular multi coloured dial with numerous tracks and meters, luminous
orange centre second, Arabic numerals, 38mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, inside is a manual wind movement on
a black leather strap, watch is currently running.*** Ple ...[more]

127

GENTLEMENS ETERNA-MATIC CENTENAIRE WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with index batons, 33mm case with screw down
case back, automatic movement inside, brown leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully
as they are part of the description, for further in ...[more]

128

GENTLEMENS J.W.BENSON VINTAGE WRISTWATCH, tonneau shaped white dial with arabic numbers, small seconds at 6 0'clock,
25mm x 33mm case, manual wind movement inside, black leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view
images carefully as they are part of the description, f ...[more]

129

GENTLEMENS LOUVIC DE LUXE MYSTERY DIAL WRISTWATCH 110539, circular silver dial with simulated diamond hour markers,
36mm case with snap case back, manual wind movement inside, black leather strap with a pin buckle, watch is currently running, please
note damage to the dial/inner rotating glass panel ...[more]

130

***TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** GROUP OF 2 LADIES WATCHES INCLUDING GUCCI AND MONTINE, Gucci - oval mother
of pearl dial, 26mm x 21mm case, gold plated bracelet, quartz movement, watch is not currently running, comes with a Gucci Box and
warranty card dated October 1992. Montine - circular champagn ...[more]

131

***TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** GROUP OF 2 LADIES SEIKO WATCHES, Watch 1 - white dial with arabic numbers 6 and 12,
18mm stainless steel case with snap case back, quartz movement inside, steel bracelet, watch is not currently running, please note
there is damage to the glass/dial. Watch 2 - circul ...[more]

132

***TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** SEIKO QUARTZ WRISTWATCH 560058 HEAD ONLY, circular white dial with hour markers,
30mm case with steel snap case back, watch is not currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please contact us ...[more]

133

LADIES CARTIER DE MUST 18014295, round, gold dial with black hands, black roman numeral markers, 23mm gold plated on silver
case stamped 925, snap back, quartz, non manufacturer black strap, watch is not currently running and the hands cant be adjusted.
comes with guarantee card dated june 1981. *** ...[more]

134

GENTLEMAN'S TUDOR PELAGOS CALIBRE MT5612, round, navy blue dial with illuminated hands, illuminated baton markers, navy
blue rotating bezel, 40mm steel case, date aperture at 3 o clock,automatic, steel bracelet with safety snap clasp, comes with spare blue
tudor strap, watch is currently running. * ...[more]

135

BEING SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE , GENTLEMAN'S VINTAGE TAVIE WATCH, round, gold dial with silver hands, black arabic
markers,secondary second indicator at 6 o clock, 30mm gold plated case, snap back, manual wind, not manufactures strap, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they ...[more]

136

GENTLEMAN'S VINTAGE CANOE, BEING SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE, round, layered off white dial with gold hands, gold arabic and
arrowhead markers, 30mm steel case, anual wind, anti-magnetic incabloc, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully
as they are part of the description, for further ...[more]

137

GENTLEMANS VINTAGE AUDAX, BEING SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE,square case, silver dial with black hands, black arabic markers,
secondary sub dial at 6 o clock indicating the seconds, 25mm steel case, snap steel back, manual wind, black strap with steel buckle,
watch is currently running. *** Please view ima ...[more]

138

GENTLEMAN'S VINTAGE KIENGLEY, company made the dash board clocks for rolls royce, round, gold dial and hands , arabic and
baton markers,35mm gold plated case, steel snap back, black canvas strap with gold plated buckle, automatic, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they ...[more]

139

*** TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** LADIES LONGINES LA GRANDE CLASSIQUE WRISTWATCH REF L4.135.2 W/BOX &
PAPERS, circular champagne dial with hour markers, 24mm gold PVD stainless steel case with screws, quartz movement, burgundy
leather strap with Longines pin buckle, watch is not currently runnin ...[more]

140

***TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** LADIES GUCCI WRISTWATCH REF 7200L W/BOX & PAPERWORK, circular cream dial with
roman numerals, date at 3 0'clock, 26mm gold plated case, quartz movement inside, brown leather strap with pin buckle, watch is
currently running but seconds hand is skipping every 5 se ...[more]

141

***THIS LOT HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN***

142

***TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** GENTLEMENS SEIKO WRISTWATCH 641379, white dial with arabic numbers, date at 3
0'clock, 36mm stainless steel case with screw down case back, quartz movement inside, steel bracelet and deployant clasp, watch is
not currently running, comes with 3 additional links. *** ...[more]

143

***TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE*** LADIES TAG HEUER WRISTWATCH REF WAA1413, circular blue dial, 25mm steel case
with screw case back, quartz movement inside, stainless steel integrated bracelet with double deployant clasp, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part o ...[more]

144

***THIS LOT HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN***

145

RARE GENTLEMEN'S OMEGA 18K GOLD GUILLOCHE DIAL VINTAGE WRISTWATCH, rare square off white guilloche dial with outer
minute track, gun metal blue hands and a sub dial, thick frame on a 30mm 18k gold case with crown and a snap case back, inside is an
Omega manual wind movement, fixed wire lugs, on a wi ...[more]

146

GENTLEMENS SORNA CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black triple register dial with a date window at 3, orange and black
bezel on a 41mm black case with twin pushers and crown, inside is a manually wound movement, on a black strap, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they a ...[more]

147

GENTLEMENS GLASHUTTE SPEZIMATIC DATE WRISTWATCH, circular blue dial with orange hour markers and a date window at 3,
rotating world timer bezel on a 37mm case with crown and snap case back, inside is an automatic movement, on a blue strap, watch is
currently running.*** Please view images carefully ...[more]

148

GENTLEMENS NIVADA F77 AUTOMATIC DAY DATE WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with silver hour markers and a day date
aperture, screw down hexagonal bezel on a 38mm stainless steel case with a screw down case back, inside is an automatic movement,
on a leather racing strap, watch is currently running.*** ...[more]

149

GENTLEMENS LIP WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with Arabic numerals and a subsidiary dial at 6, pencil hands, 33mm chrome
case with a manually wound movement inside, on a green nato strap, watch is currently running.*** Please view images carefully as
they are part of the description, for further in ...[more]

150

GENTLEMENSN YEMA SOUS MARINE DATE WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with yellow design running across, date window at 3,
multiple outer tracks, rotating bezel on a 39mm case with an automatic movement inside, on a black red and yellow nato strap, watch is
currently running.*** Please view images caref ...[more]

151

GENTLEMENS ULYSEE NARDIN AUTOMATIC DATE WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with white and applied hour markers, date
window at 3, 34mm stainless steel case with a screw down case back, on a black leather strap, watch is currently running.*** Please
view images carefully as they are part of the descript ...[more]

152

GENTLEMENS GIRARD PERREGAUX WRISTWATCH, square silver dial with bronze applied hour markers and hands, 28mm
stainless steel case with a crown and snap case back, inside is a manually wound movement, on a brown leather strap, watch is
currently running.*** Please view images carefully as they are par ...[more]

153

GENTLEMENS FAVORT DATE WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with Arabic numerals and a date window at 3, subsidiary dial at 6,
35mm chrome case with a screw down case back, inside is a manually wound movement, on a black leather strap, watch is currently
running.*** Please view images carefully as they a ...[more]

154

GENTLEMENS ULYSEE NARDIN AUTOMATIC DATE WRISTWATCH, circular bronze dial with a date window at 3, black hands,
34mm stainless steel case with a crown and screw down case back, inside is an automatic movement, on a black leather strap, watch is
currently running.*** Please view images carefully as th ...[more]

155

GENTLEMENS GRUEN PRECISION AUTOMATIC DAY DATE WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with a day date aperture, silver hour
markers and hands, 34mm chrome case with a crown and screw down case back, inside is an automatic movement, on a stainless steel
bracelet, watch is currently running.*** Please view i ...[more]

156

GENTLEMENS ORIENT SK CRYSTAL DAY DATE WRISTWATCH, circular red dial with gold dot hour markers and hands, day date
window at 3, 41mm stainless steel case with a single pusher and two crown, inside is an automatic movement, on a stainless steel
bracelet, watch is currently running.*** Please view ima ...[more]

157

GENTLEMENS LEONIDAS EASY-RIDER CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular blue and white twin register dial with red central
seconds hand, rotating bezel on a 41m chrome case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with a manually wound
movement inside, watch is currently running.*** Please view im ...[more]

158

GENTLEMENS OMEGA AUTOMATIC SEAMASTER DATE WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with gold hour markers and a date
window at 3, gold hands, 33.5mm gold plated case with a screw down case back, inside is an automatic movement, on a brown leather
strap with an omega buckle, watch is currently running.*** Pl ...[more]

159

GENTLEMENS WAKMANN AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH CALENDAR WRISTWATCH, circular gold twin register dial with a date
window and multiple outer calendar tracks, 41mm gold plated case with twin pushers and two crowns, automatic movement inside, on a
brown leather strap, watch is currently running.*** Please vie ...[more]

160

GENTLEMENS TITUS DIVERS WRISTWATCH, circular orange dial dot hour markers, date window at 3, rotating pepsi bezel on a
41mm stainless steel case with a crown and screw down case back, inside is an automatic movement, on a black rubber strap, watch is
currently running.*** Please view images carefull ...[more]

161

GENTLEMENS YEMA MEANGRAF SUPER CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black and red twin register dial with white
hands, rotating bezel on a 41mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with a manually wound
movement inside, on a stainless steel bracelet, watch is currently ...[more]

162

GENTLEMENS LEJOUR CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with patina hour markers, 38mm stainless
steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with a manually wound movement inside, on a beads of rice bracelet,
watch is currently running. *** Please view images car ...[more]

163

GENTLEMENS OMEGA AUTOMATIC SEAMASTER CALENDAR WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with a date window at 3, applied
gold arrow hour markers and dauphine hands, gold central seconds hand, 34mm gold plated case with an omega crown and snap case
back, inside is an automatic movement, on a black leather stra ...[more]

164

GENTLEMENS THOMAX CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with green lume hour makers and red
central seconds hand, 36mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with a manually wound
movement inside, on a black leather strap, watch is currently runnin ...[more]

165

***THIS LOT HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN***

166

GENTLEMENS SEIKO AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular gold dial with a silver hour markers and a day date
window at 3, 38mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with an automatic movement inside, on a
stainless steel Seiko bracelet, watch is currently running. ...[more]

167

GENTLEMAN'S ALPINA STARTIMER PILOT , AL525S4S6,round, white dial with illuminated hands, white arabic markers,date aperture
at 3 o clock, 42mm steel case, automatic, soft grey leather alpina strap watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as
they are part of the description, for f ...[more]

168

GENTLEMAN'S MAURICE LACROIX TRIPLE DATE MOONPHASE WATCH , MODEL AB60265, round, white dial with silver sword
hands, silver roman numeral markers, 35mm steel case, exhibition back, automatic, brown strap with overlapping steel buckle, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images carefully as th ...[more]

169

GENTLEMAN'S VINTAGE ROLEX MID SIZE 049340, round with tv case, silver dial with black hands, arabic markers, secondary dial at
6 o clock indicating seconds, 25mm steel case, steel snap back, manual wind, black strap with steel rolex buckle, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefull ...[more]

170

GENTLEMAN'S CARTIER CHRONO-FLEX MODEL 2303, sn1522....square, silver dial with blue hands, black roman numeral markers,
26 x 26mm steel case, steel screw back,quartz, steel bracelet AF which is a bit in the short side, watch is currently running, *** Please
view images carefully as they are part of ...[more]

171

GENTLEMAN'S OMEGA CONSTELLATION CHRONOMETER 846666236 CIRCA 2008, round, champagne dial with gold batons, gold
sword hands, date aperture at 3 o clock, steel snap back, gold capped bezel, 34mm steel case, automatic, two tone bracelet, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images carefully as t ...[more]

172

GENTLEMAN'S TWO TONE OMEGA CONSTELLATION CHRONOMETER, 60250445 CIRCA 1999, round, champagne dial with gold
sword hands, gold baton markers,date aperture at 3 o clock, gold bezel with roman numeral markers,33mm steel case, steel snap back,
automatic, two tone bracelet, watch is currently running. *** ...[more]

173

LADIES 9CT VINTAGE ROLEX CIRCA 1930s, round, silver dial with black open hands, black roman numeral markers, 24mm gold case
stamped 375 , gold snap back , manual wound, three tone gold mesh bracelet stamped 9ct, watch is currently running. *** Please view
images carefully as they are part of the de ...[more]

174

GENTLEMEN'S 18K VINTAGE JAEGER LE COULTRE.silver dial with gold hands, arabic and dart figure, alarm feature, 30mm gold
case, snap back, manual wind, brown non original strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of
the description, for further info on condit ...[more]

175

GENTLEMAN'S MUST DE CARTIER 21, MODEL 1330, SN PL16....round, silver dial with blue sword hands,black arabic and baton
markers, outer fixed bezel marked with roman numerals,30mm steel case, steel screw back,quartz,cartier steel overlapping
bracelet,comes with cartier box, watch is currently running. ...[more]

176

GENTLEMAN'S UNIVERSAL GENEVE , MODEL 862.216. round, white dial with illuminated sword hands, roman numeral and baton
markers, sapphire crystal glass, water resistant to 10atm,date aperture at 3 o clock,36mm steel case, exhibition back, UG62 automatic
movement, steel bracelet with hidden folding cla ...[more]

177

VINTAGE HAMILTON GCT MILITARY MASTER NAVIGATOR WATCH, circular black dial with patina off white Arabic numerals and
and hands, 52mm coin edge chrome case, inside is a manually wound movement, watch is currently running.*** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for further ...[more]

178

GENTLEMENS OMEGA TIMER WATCH, circular black dial with white Arabic numerals and a subsidiary dial at 12, inner white 30
minute track, 52mm case with a winder and pusher, screw down case back with a manually wound movement inside, watch isn't
currently running.*** Please view images carefully as the ...[more]

179

LADIES LONGINES 925 STERLING SILVER WRISTWATCH W/ BOX, rounded linen silver dial, with hour markers and black hands,
15mm sterling silver case with a snap case back, inside is a manually wound movement, on an integrated bracelet, watch is currently
running.*** Please view images carefully as they ar ...[more]

180

GENTLEMENS SMITHS DE LUXE 9CT GOLD WRISTWATCH W/ BOX & PAPERS, circular linen dial with gold hour markers and
hands, subsidiary at 6, 31mm 9ct gold case with a snap case back, inside is a manually wound movement, on a brown leather strap,
comes with its guarantee and box, watch is currently runn ...[more]

181

LADIES TUDOR PRINCESS QUARTZ DATE WRISTWATCH, circular dial with hour markers and hands, date window at 3, 26mm
stainless steel case with a screw down rolex crown, screw down case back with a quartz movement inside, on its original bracelet, not
currently running. *** Please view images carefully as ...[more]

182

GENTLEMAN'S BULOVA ACCUTRON N1, SN 3-316918,round, silver dial and hands, silver baton markers,day-date aperture at 3 o
clock,33mm steel case, tuning fork electronic movement,steel overlapping strap, watch is currently running. *** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, f ...[more]

183

GENTLEMAN'S SEIKO , MODEL 7S26-3170, round, silver dial with illuminated black hands, gold second hand,day-date aperture at 3 o
clock, arabic crest and writing on left hand side of dial,35mm steel case, 21 jewel automatic movement, steel overlapping bracelet,watch
is currently running. *** Please vi ...[more]

184

GENTLEMANS AVIA INCABLOC , MODEL 15100, round, silver dial with gold hands, black and gold baton markers,anti-magnetic,
34mm gold plated case, rare FHF cal 950 automatic movement. speidel expanding gold plated bracelet, watch is currently running. ***
Please view images carefully as they are part of ...[more]

185

TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE, GENTLEMAN'S PIERPONT FLATLINE 1779, round, silver dial with black illuminated hands, silver
baton markers, anti-magnetic, date aperture at 3 o clock, 33mm steel case,quartz flatline movement,steel spiedel expanding bracelet,
watch is not currently running. *** Please view ...[more]

186

GENTLEMAN'S SEIKO KINETIC , MODEL 5M43, round, white dial with gold hands, gold baton markers, day date aperture at 3 o clock,
power indicator bar on dial, 35mm two tone case, kinetic movement, steel bracelet with snap clasp and safety bar, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images careful ...[more]

187

GENTLEMANS TITONI AIRMASTER MODEL 309, round, silver dial with silver sword hands, incabolic, roto-matic,day-date at 3 o clock,
34mm steel case, 25 jewel automatic movement, overlapping steel bracelet, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully
as they are part of the description, ...[more]

188

GENTLEMANS OMEGA AUTOMATIC 'BUMPER' 18CT GOLD WRISTWATCH , round, two tone gold dial, gold arabic and baton
markers, 32mm gold case, snap back, automatic, brown strap with gold plated buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view
images carefully as they are part of the description, for furthe ...[more]

189

GROUP OF FOUR LADIES WATCHES INCLUDING A CARAVELLE,SWISS EMPRESS, F.HINDS AND WHITE METAL SWISS
EMPRESS DRESS WATCHES ALL ARE CURRENTLY RUNNING A/F *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

190

LADIES STONE SET CATENA WATCH MODEL 445, 18K GOLD ELECTROPLATED,round, black dial with silver dart hands,stone set
bezel and shoulders,26mm case, manually wound 17 jewel swiss eta movement calibre 2512, black strap with white metal buckle,
watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully ...[more]

191

GENTLEMANS SICURA ,round, two tone blue dial with illuminated hands,red baton markers, 43x38mm steel case, steel back,17jewel
movement, steel bracelet with overlapping bracelet, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on cond ...[more]

192

LADIES BAUME & MERCIER TWO TONE DRESS WATCH,round, silver dial with sword gold hands, gold dot markers with black roman
numeral markers at 6 and 12,20mm steel case, steel snap back,quartz, two tone concealed clasp bracelet, watch is currently running.
*** Please view images carefully as they are ...[more]

193

GENTLEMENS TUDOR OYSTER ROSE WRISTWATCH REF. 7934, circular patina hairline dial with arrow head hour markers, smooth
bezel on a 34mm stainless steel case with a screw down rolex crown, screw down case back with a manually wound movment inside,
on a brown leather strap, watch is currently running. * ...[more]

194

GENTLEMENS TUDOR OYSTER ELEGANTE WRISTWATCH REF. 7960 CIRCA 1961, circular off white waffle dial with gold etched
hour markers and gold alhpa hands, smooth bezel on a 34mm stainless steel case, screw down rolex crown, screw down case back
with a manually wound movement inside, on a black leather str ...[more]

195

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTERDATE PRECISION REF. 6694, circular black dial with gold hour markers and alpha hands, central
seconds hand, smooth bezel on a 34mm stainless steel case with a screw down Rolex crown, screw down case back with a manually
wound multi jewel movement, on a stainless steel Rolex ri ...[more]

196

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTERDATE PRECISION WRISTWATCH REF. 6694, circular silver aged dial with arrow head hour markers
and alpha hands, smooth bezel on a 34.5mm stainless steel case with a screw down rolex crown, screw down case back with a
manually wound movement inside, on a black leather strap, watch ...[more]

197

LADIES ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL 'ZEPHYR' BI METAL WRISTWATCH REF. 6621, circular patina hairline dial with dot hour
markers and gold hands, 14ct gold bezel on a 25mm stainless steel case with it original rolex screw down crown, screw down case
back, automatic rolex movement inside, on a black leather ...[more]

198

GENTLEMENS FAVRE LEUBA SEA SKY CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular grey triple register dial a red central seconds
hand and unusual hands, rotating bakelite bezel on a 43mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and screw down crown, screw down
case back with a manually wound valjoux cal.72 movement in ...[more]

199

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL SUBMARINER WRISTWATCH REF. 5513 CIRCA 1970, circular matt black dial with
cream dot hour markers and mercedes hands, rotating bezel on a 40mm stainless steel case with a screw down rolex crown, screw
down case back with an automatic cal. 1530 movement inside, on a b ...[more]

200

Vintage Longines Dual Dial Doctors Watch, rectangular silvered dial, circular dial with Arabic quarter markers, minuet track, second
smaller seconds dial, 18mm steel case, oversized crown, inner case back numbered 5258702 matching reference to movement, signed
Longines 9,32, period leather strap, c ...[more]

201

GENTLEMENS ZENITH SPORTO WRISTWATCH , circular silver dial with black arabic numerals and silver hands, 36mm stainless
steel case with a zenith crown, screw down case back with a manually wound movement, on a black leather strap, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they a ...[more]

202

GENTLEMENS OMEGA AUTOMATIC CHRONOMETER CONSTELLATION WRISTWATCH REF. 167.005, circular silver dial with
silver hour markers and arabic numerals, silver and black hands with a central seconds hand, 34mm stainless steel case with an omega
crown and dog legs lugs, screw down case back with an automatic ...[more]

203

GENTLEMENS LONGINES ADMIRAL FIVE STAR AUTOMATIC DAY DATE WRISTWATCH REF. 8182-1, circular silver brushed dial
with a day date window at 3, silver hour markers and hands, 35mm stainless steel case with a screw down case back, inside is an
automatic cal. 503 movement, on a dark blue leather strap, wat ...[more]

204

GENTLEMEN'S TISSOT AUTOMATIC PR 516 GL WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with interesting raised minute counter and hour
markers, date aperture at 3, orange centre seconds, 36mm gold plated case with crown, and screw down case back, inside is an
automatic movement, watch is currently running. *** Ple ...[more]

205

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* GENTLEMENS SEIKO CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH 533533, circular silver dial with hour
markers, date at 3 0'clock, small seconds at 6 0'clock, 60 minute sub-dial at 9 0'clock, 1/10th second sub-dial at 12 0'clock, 42mm
stainless steel case with screw down case back, quartz movem ...[more]

206

LADIES RAYMOND WEIL WRISTWATCH 5858, circular black dial, 24mm 18ct gold electroplated steel case, snap case back, quartz
movement inside, gold plated bracelet with double deployant clasp, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they
are part of the description, for further i ...[more]

207

MOVADO WRISTWATCH 84 C1 1481, rectangular black dial with arabic numbers, 24mm x 37mm stainless steel case with screw case
back, quartz movement inside, steel bracelet with double deployant clasp, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully
as they are part of the description, for f ...[more]

208

GENTLEMENS LONGINES FLAGSHIP AUTOMATIC 'FAB SUISSE' DIAL WRISTWATCH, circular off white dial with thin silver hour
markers and a minute track, silver hands and a central seconds hand, 35.5mm stainless steel case with with original longines crown,
screw down flagship case back with an automatic multi ...[more]

209

GENTLEMENS OMEGA WRISTWATCH W/ PAPERS CIRCA 1962, circular off white cream dial with gold hour markers and dauphine
hands and central seconds hand, 34mm stainless steel case with an unusual omega crown, inside is manually wound movement, on a
brown leather omega strap and omega pin buckle, comes wit ...[more]

210

GENTLEMENS LONGINES CALATRAVA WRISTWATCH, circular patina silver dial with black arabic numerals and stick hour markers,
gun metal blue pin hands, a subsidiary seconds dial at 6, 32.4mm stainless steel Calatrava case with fixed lugs and flat crown, snap
case back with a manually wound cal. 12.68z mo ...[more]

211

MOVADO CHRONOMETRE RAY SKIN TRAVEL CLOCK, square off white dial with light brown arabic numerals and gun metal blue and
light brown hands, 29x73mm stainless steel case which winds as you open the case, 49mm when closed, manually wound movement,
watch is currently running. *** Please view images care ...[more]

212

GENTLEMENS OMEGA GENEVE 9CT ROSE GOLD WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with gold hour markers and hands, central
seconds hand, 33mm 9ct rose gold case with an omega crown and a snap case back, inside is a manually wound cal. 600 movement,
on a brown leather strap with pin buckle, gross weight 38.53g ...[more]

213

GENTLEMANS TAG HEUER AQUARACER CHRONOGRAPH, MODEL CAN1011,round, blue dial with illuminated hands, illuminated
dot markers, blue inlay indicators, blue rotating bezel,42mm steel case, quartz, steel bracelet with snap down safety clasp, box and
papers dated 2015,watch is currently running. *** Please ...[more]

214

GENTLEMENS CYMA CYMAFLEX NAVY STAR WRISTWATCH, circular patina peach dial with rose gold arrow head hour markers
and hands, 34mm stainless steel case and screw down case back, inside is a manually wound movement, on a stainless steel mesh
bracelet, watch is currently running. *** Please view images ...[more]

215

GENTLEMENS SEIKO CHRONOGRAPH SPORTS 100 'ROYAL OAK' WRISTWATCH REF.7A38 7020, circular triple register grey dial
with gold and black hour markers and hands, a day date aperture at 3, gold tone bezel on a 38mm stainless steel case with three
pushers and crown, screw down case back with a quartz movem ...[more]

216

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTERDATE PRECISION 'ROULETTE' WRISTWATCH REF. 6094 CIRCA 1952, circular grey patina dial
with ice cream cone hour markers and hands, roulette date wheel at 3, smooth bezel on a 34mm stainless steel case with a screw down
rolex crown, screw down case back with a manually wound move ...[more]

217

GENTLEMENS GALLET CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with an outer tachymeter track, light patina
baton strip hour markers and white hands, 35.5mm stainless steel case with two pushers, crown and a screw down case back, inside is
a manually wound landeron cal. 149 movement, on ...[more]

218

RARE GENTLEMENS CYMA DIVING STAR 1500 AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH, circular orange dial with eraser hour markers and
match stick hour and minute hands, a date window at 3 and a central sweeping seconds hand, a rotating orange bakelite bezel on a
41mm stainless steel case with a big screw down crown and cas ...[more]

219

GENTLEMENS SMITHS DATE WRISTWATCH BOX & PAPERS, circular off white textures cross hatched dial with gold arabic
numerals and hands, date window at 3, 33mm gold plated case with a manually wound movement, on a black leather strap, comes with
box, purchase receipt dated 1969, intruction sheet and ...[more]

220

GENTLEMENS OMEGA WRISTWATCH REF. 2536, circular patina sunset dial with diamond hour markers and arabic numerals, pencil
hands and a subsidiary seconds dial at 6, 35.5mm stepped stainless steel case with its original crown, screw down case back with a
manually wound cal. 265 movement, on a green me ...[more]

221

GENTLEMENS OMEGA SPEEDMASTER PROFESSIONAL CHRONOGRAPH REF 145.022-71 ST, CIRCA 1974, Circular black
stepped dial, triple register, 42mm stainless steel case, NASA moon landing and emblem to case back, Omega Heavy flat link bracelet
numbered No 29, 1175/640, cal. 861 17 jewel manual wind movement, f ...[more]

222

GENTLEMENS OMEGA AUTOMATIC CONSTELLATION DATE WRISTWATCH REF. 168018, circular gold brushed sial with gold and
black hour markers and a date window at 3, 35mm gold plated case with an omega crown, screw down case back with a gold
constellation badge, inside is an automatic cal. 564 movement, on a br ...[more]

223

GENTLEMENS OMEGA AUTOMATIC 'BUMPER' WRISTWATCH CIRCA 1948, circular two tone dial with silver hour markers and
hands, central seconds hand, 35mm stainless steel case with shoulder lugs and ring supported snap case back, inside is an automatic
bumper movement, on a brown leather strap, watch is curre ...[more]

224

GENTLEMENS SEIKO TUNA PROFESSIONAL DIVERS 600M WRISTWATCH REF. 7549-7009, circular black dial with dot hour
markers and thick hands, day date window at 3, rotating bezel on a plated titanium case and plastic case with large screw down crown,
inside is a quartz movement, on a thick rubber strap with ...[more]

225

GENTLEMENS OMEGA 14CT GOLD FILLED AUTOMATIC 'BUMPER' SEAMASTER WRISTWATCH, circular gold patina dial with gold
dagger hour markers and hands, subsidiary dial at 6, 34.5mm 14ct gold filled case with a screw down case back, inside is an automatic
omega bumper movement, on a brown leather strap, watch ...[more]

226

GENTLEMENS OMEGA AUTOMATIC 'BUMPER' WRISTWATCH REF. 2421 CIRCA 1945, circular patina two tone dial with Arabic
numerals and silver hour, minute and central seconds hand, 35mm stainless steel case with graduated lugs and an omega crown, snap
case back with holding ring, inside is a 17 jewel automatic ...[more]

227

GENTLEMENS LONGINES ADMIRAL ULTRONIC DATE WRISTWATCH, circular purple/orange semi reflective dial with a dat window
at 3, thick tuning fork shaped hour markers and hands, central seconds hand, 39mm stainless steel case with a longines crown and
case back, on its s/s longines bracelet, watch is curre ...[more]

228

GENTLEMENS SEIKO BELL MATIC AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH, circular black dial with white arabic numerals and a german day
date window, inner bezel, 37mm stainless steel case with crown and single pusher, screw down case back with an automatic movement
inside, on a s/s seiko bracelet, watch is currently runn ...[more]

229

GENTLEMENS OMEGA AUTOMATIC DATE GENEVE, rounded square silver dial with a date window at 3 o'clock, stick hour markers
and a minute track, central seconds hand, 36mm thick stainless steel case with an omega crown and screw down case back, inside is
an automatic omega movement, on a stainless steel o ...[more]

230

GROUP OF SEIKO 5 AUTOMATIC WRISWATCHES, two in working order, grey dial with gold rings is not currently running. *** Please
view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

231

GENTLEMEN'S LONGINES 'WATER SKI' VALJOUX 72 CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH REF. 8226, circular triple register dial with
baton hour markers and multiple outer tracks, one of which being a special track for water skiing, the scale allows the driver of a boat to
calculate the optimal speed required to complet ...[more]

232

GENTLEMEN'S OMEGA ULTRA THIN VINTAGE WRISTWATCH REF. 111.022, circular silver dial with black hour markers and hands,
32mm stainless steel case with omega crown and a snap case back, inside is a manually wound cal. 620 movement, on a leather strap,
watch is currently running. *** Please view images ...[more]

233

GENTLEMENS LONGINES OVERSIZE 9CT GOLD WRISTWATCH CIRCA 1950, circular patina silver dial with gilt roman numeral hour
markers and leaf hands, subsidiary dial at 6, 36mm stepped 9ct gold case with straight lugs and a snap case back, inside is a manually
wound 12.68z movement, 34.02g gross weight, wat ...[more]

234

GENTLEMAN'S TUDOR OYSTER PRINCE SUBMARINER ARGENTINE NAVY MILSUB 7928, CUPRO GAURDIA DE INFANTERTA ,
CI FOR SHORT , CIRCA 1965,round, black dial with illuminated hands, illuminated markers,service dial late 70s, 38mm steel
case,automatic, grey nato strap, watch is currently. *** Please view images c ...[more]

235

GENTLEMENS BREITLING AUTOMATIC CHRONOMAT EVOLUTION CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH REF. B13356, circular two
tone silver triple register dial with a date window and gold match box hour markers, thick gold hands, rotating bezel on a 46mm stainless
steel case with twin pushers and a crown, screw down case back ...[more]

236

GENTLEMENS TAG HEUER CARRERA CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH REF. CV2A10-1, circular triple register black dial with a day
date aperture at 3, silver arabic numerals through out, tachymetre bezel on a 44mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown,
screw down case back with an automatic cal. 16 moveme ...[more]

237

GENTLEMENS CHOPARD MILLE MIGLIA CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH W/ PAPERWORK REF. 8932 CIRCA 2003, circular silver
triple register dial with luminous hour markers and an outer 60 min counter, tachymeter bezel on a 40mm stainless steel case with twin
pushers and crown, screw down case back with an automatic m ...[more]

238

GENTLEMENS HEUER CALCULATOR AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with a date
aperture at 6 , bright orange hands, luminous hour markers and an outer minute track, calculator bezel on a 46mm stainless steel case
with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back with an ...[more]

239

LADIES TAG HEUER DIAMOND BEZEL CARRERA WRISTWATCH, circular mother of pearl dial with hour markers, small seconds at 3
0'clock, date at 6 0'clock, 30 minute recorder at 9 0'clock, diamond bezel, 38mm stainless steel case with screw down case back,
automatic movement inside, black leather strap with ...[more]

240

GENTLEMENS HEUER CAMARO CHRONOGRAPH DATE WRISTWATCH, circular black twin register dial with silver hour markers
and hands, twin pushers and heuer crown, 37mm stainless steel case with a screw down case back, inside is a manually wound
movement, on a brown leather strap, watch is currently running. * ...[more]

241

Rare Longines 18ct Solo Tempo Doctors Watch, rectangular 18ct gold case, 19.5mm, duel dials, the larger signed Longines, minute and
hour markers, second smaller seconds dial, Arabic and baton hour markers to case, outer case back numbered 5229209, hinged case,
inner case back signed and stamped 750 ...[more]

242

Longines Chronograph Pocket Watch, white circular dial, Roman numerals, outer seconds track, a pair of subsidiary dials, at 12 and 6
o'clock position, 51mm burnished copper case, inner case numbered 1381484, Longines signed movement, monopusher chronograph
function, period case, circa 1900. *** Plea ...[more]

243

GENTLEMEN'S AUDEMARS PIGUET QUANTIEME PERPETUAL AUTOMATIQUE, 18K YELLOW GOLD, REF. 25657/002BA,
AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH, circular white dial with long straight gold hands and straight baton gold indices, blued complication hands,
perpetual calendar dial layout with moonphase at 6 o'clock, day of the we ...[more]

244

GENTLEMANS RARE FAVRE -LEUBA BATHY 50 VINTAGE DIVERS WATCH,round, two tone dial with illuminated hands, blue outer
bezel, 42mm steel case, manual wind, watch is currently running.

245

For Spares and Repairs, A/F

246

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTER WRISTWATCH REF. 4499 CIRCA 1940s, circular patina dial with gold Arabic numerals and leaf
hands, blue seconds hand, smooth bezel on a 34mm stainless steel case with a screw down crown, screw down case back, inside is a
manually wound movement, on a stainless steel rolex brace ...[more]

247

GENTLEMENS CWC DIVERS WRISTWATCH HEAD ONLY 7573314, circular black dial with hour markers and arabic numbers 3, 6
and 9, uni-directional rotating bezel, 45mm steel case (including crown) with screw down case back, quartz movement inside, watch is
currently running. *** Please view images carefully a ...[more]

248

GENTLEMENS OMEGA 18CT GOLD SEAMASTER AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH, circular cross shaped hairline dial with gold hour
markers and hands, 33mm 18ct gold case with a snap case back, inside is an automatic cal.471 movement, on a brown leather strap,
watch is currently running.*** Please view images carefully a ...[more]

249

LE COULTRE 8 DAY TRAVEL CLOCK AND BAROMETER IN ORIGINAL FELT TRAVEL CASE, 8 day travel clock is on right side of
travel case, cathedral hands with bold numerals outside of minute track, clock is on a hinge that arches out for crown to be used, watch
winds and ticks, thermometer in centre with both ...[more]

250

LADIES CHANEL CHOCOLATE WATCH REF H1003 W/ BOX & PAPERS, digital dial, 24mm ceramic case, quartz movement, ceramic
bracelet with stainless steel double deployment clasp, comes with Chanel box, guarantee card and booklet, watch is currently running.

251

LADIES 18K WHITE GOLD VINTAGE PIAGET 8354 CIRCA 1999, oblong, black dial with silver sword hands,23 x 18mm case, snap
back, manual wind, original black strap with gold buckle, comes with box and papers watch is currently working.

252

GENTLEMEN'S 18K ROSE GOLD CARTIER SANTOS 2788, square, white dial with black hands , black roman numeral markers, 29 x
27mm gold case, screw back, quartz, brown strap with 18k deployment clasp, watch is currently running.

253

GENTLEMENS TAG HEUER FORMULA 1 PROFESSIONAL CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH REF. CAC1110-0, circular black triple
register dial with applied silver hour markers and a date window between 4 and 5, rotating bezel on a 43mm stainless steel case with
twin pushers and a crown, screw down case back with a quartz m ...[more]

254

GENTLEMEN'S 18K ULYSSE NARDIN QUADRATO DUAL TIME, REF. 246-92, W/ STRAP & BUCKLE, RRP Â£24,445, AUTOMATIC
WRISTWATCH, square silver dial with gold tone large luminous hands, subsidiary seconds at 6 o'clock, inner minute track with large
applied 12/3/9, applied gold indies outer edge of dial with ...[more]

255

GENTLEMEN'S 18K GOLD ZENO DE LUXE, POWER RESERVE, EXHIBITION CASE BACK, MANUALLY WOUND WRISTWATCH,
circular white dial with gold leaf hands, subsidiary seconds at 6 o'clock with gold second hand, power reserve towards 10 o'clock, date
at 3 o'clock with gold surround, applied gold indices with outer ...[more]

256

GENTLEMEN'S TAG HEUER CARRERA CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH REF. CAR 2014, circular navy dial triple register dial with
bronze Arabic numerals and hands, outer minute track, 43mm stainless steel case with twin pushers and crown, screw down case back
with an automatic movement inside, on black leather Sothe ...[more]

257

GENTLEMEN'S FRANCK MULLER HEART 18CT ROSE GOLD WRISTWATCH REF. 5002 M QZ, two tone silver heart design dial with
red arabic numerals, red hands, 34mm 18ct rose gold tonneau case with original crown and screw down case back, inside is an
automatic movement, on original leather strap and buckle, watc ...[more]

258

GENTLEMEN'S IWC SCHAFFHAUSEN AUTOMATIC SPLIT SECOND CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH, circular grey triple register
dial with day date aperture, silver hour makers and outer tracks, smooth bezel on a 43mm stainless steel case with three pushers and
crown, screw down case back with an automatic movement inside ...[more]

259

GENTLEMENS LONGINES 9CT GOLD WRISTWATCH, circular white dial with black roman numerals and hands, gold central seconds
hand, 34mm 9ct gold case with a Longines crown, snap case back with a manually wound cal. 6952 movement inside, on a black
leather strap, watch is currently running.*** Please view ...[more]

260

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTER ROYAL PRECISION WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with arrow hour markers, 34mm case,
automatic movement inside, black leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are
part of the description, for further info on condition ...[more]

261

GENTLEMENS LONGINES AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with hour markers, small seconds at 6 0'clock, 33mm
stainless steel case with screw down case back, automatic movement inside, black leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently
running. *** Please view images carefully as they are ...[more]

262

GENTLEMENS NOS TISSOT STYLIST WRISTWATCH, circular silver dial with roman numerals, 34mm case, manual wind movement
inside, black leather strap with pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please cont ...[more]

263

GENTLEMENS NOS ALPINA WRISTWATCH 239674, circular silver dial with index batons, small seconds at 6 0'clock, 32mm case with
snap case back, manual wind movement inside, black leather Alpina strap with Alpina pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please
view images carefully as they are part of ...[more]

264

GENTLEMENS NOS ALPINA WRISTWATCH 243984, rectangular silver dial with hour markers, 26mm case with snap case back,
manual wind movement inside, black leather Alpina strap with Alpina pin buckle, watch is currently running. *** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for fur ...[more]

265

GENTLEMENS ROLEX PRINCE, rectangular gold colour dial with arabic numbers, small seconds at 6 0'clock, 22mm x 35mm (not
including lugs) case with snap case back, manual wind movement, tan leather strap with Rolex pin buckle, watch is currently running. ***
Please view images carefully as they are pa ...[more]

266

GENTLEMANS 18K PATEK PHILLIPE JUMBO, cushion, champagne dial with black hands, black roman numeral markers,35mm 18k
gold case, gold snap back, automatic, 18k gold bracelet with gold snap clasp, watching is currently running.*** Please view images
carefully as they are part of the description, for fu ...[more]

267

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* LONGINES EVIDENZA AUTOMATIC, rectangular cushion dial, Roman numerals, 33mm
stainless steel case, original bracelet, A/F not currently running, crown issue, have been quoted service to repair

268

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* Raymond Weil Quartz 18ct gold plated cushion case, reference 5317-5, brown leather strap, A/F
not currently running

269

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* GUCCI WATCH, black dial, gilt Roman numerals and case, Gucci leather strap, quartz, currently
running

270

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* TAG HEUER PROFESSIONAL 200M SPLIT SECOND CHRONOGRAPH REF CL1210, silver
dial, triple register, rotating outer bezel, date aperture, currently running well

271

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* OMEGA DE VILLE, circular blue dial, baton hour markers, 32mm stainless steel case, integrated
case, quartz, currently running

272

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* TW STEEL REFERENCE TW844, black dial, baton and Roman numerals, 45mm canteen case,
screw down crown cap, black case, leather strap, quartz currently running

273

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* TW STEEL REFERENCE TW303, rose dial, baton and Roman numerals, 40mm canteen case,
screw down crown cap, gold plated, quartz currently running

274

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* BAUME & MERCIER, square dial, Roman numerals, integrated stainless steel case, reference
MV045197, quartz, currently running at fault

275

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* EMPORIO ARMANI CERAMICA, black dial, triple register chronograph, rose gold detail, 41mm
case, REF AR-1410, quartz currently running

276

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* LONGINES DRESS WATCH, REFERENCE L5 656 4, rectangular blue dial, Roman numerals,
subsidiary seconds, 26mm case, stainless steel case and bracelet, quartz, currently running

277

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* MICHAEL KORS, mother of pearl dial, stone set dial, case and bezel, stainless steel, quartz,
currently running

278

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* TAG HEUER LINK 200M REF WJ1112-0, circular blue dial, baton hour markers, 39mm case,
rotating bezel, integrated stainless steel bracelet, currently running

279

LADIES TUDOR OYSTER MONARCH REF 15823 W/BOX AND PAPERS, circular white dial gold Roman numerals, polished gold
bezel, steel and gold 26mm case and bracelet, with box and papers / Guarentee

280

GENTLEMEN'S BELL & ROSS GRANDE DATE & RESERVE DE MARCHE WRISTWATCH REF BR 03-90 W/BOX & PAPERS, circular
silver dial with hour markers and arabic numbers, date at 12 0'clock, power reserve indicator at 6 0'clock, 42mm square stainless steel
case, automatic movement inside, brown leather ...[more]

281

GENTLEMEN'S U-BOAT ITALO FONTANA FLIGHT DECK WRISTWATCH REF U-7750/50 W/BOX, circular black dial with arabic
numbers, small seconds at 3 0'clock, date at 9 0'clock, 50mm steel & ceramic case, automatic movement inside, exhibition case back,
black strap with U-Boat pin buckle, watch is currently ...[more]

282

***THIS LOT HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN***

283

GENTLEMENS MONDAINE WRISTWATCH, circular white dial with black hour markers and minute track, date window at 3, red central
lollipop seconds hand, 35mm stainless steel case with a crown, inside is a quartz movement, on a cream strap with mondaine buckle,
watch is currenly running.*** Please view ima ...[more]

284

GENTLEMENS MONDAINE WRISTWATCH, circular white dial with black hour markers and minute track, date window at 3, red central
lollipop seconds hand, 32.5mm stainless steel case with a crown, inside is a quartz movement, on a black leather strap with mondaine
buckle, watch is currenly running.*** Pleas ...[more]

285

*TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE* LADIES RAYMOND WEIL DATE WRISTWATCH, circular two tone dial with gold pin hour
markers and roman numerals, thin gold hands, 30mm gold plated case with a quartz movement inside, on a gold plated bracelet, watch
is currently not running.*** Please view images carefully as ...[more]

286

GENTLEMENS ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL WRISTWATCH REF. 6564, circular black gloss dial with silver pin hour markers and
silver hands, central seconds hand, smooth bezel on a 34mm stainless steel cae with a screw down rolex crown, screw down case back
with an automatic multi jewel movement inside, on a br ...[more]

287

GENTLEMENS TAG HEUER KIRIUM PROFESSIONAL WRISTWATCH REF. WL1110, circular dial with luminous dot hour markers
and a date window at 3, Mercedes hands and a lollipop seconds hand, rotating bezel on a 40mm stainless steel case with a TAG Heuer
crown, screw down case back with a quartz movement inside, ...[more]

288

GENTLEMENS OMEGA SEAMASTER DAY DATE AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH REF. 166 032, circular silver pie pan dial with applied
block hour markers and hands, day date window at 3, smooth bezel on a 36mm stainless steel case with an omega crown and a screw
down case back, inside is an automatic cal. 752 movement, o ...[more]

289

GENTLEMENS ORIS AUTOMATIC DATE WRISTWATCH W/ BOX & PAPERS REF. 7533, circular black dial with bullet shaped hour
markers and sword hands, date window at 6, rotating bezel on a 44mm stainless steel case with an Oris crown and a screw down case
back with an exhibition window to an automatic moveme ...[more]

290

GENTLEMENS BREITLING EMERGENCY CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH W/ BOX PAPERS & ACCESSORIES REF. A73321,
circular white triple register dial with large silver Arabic numerals and hands, rotating bezel on a 46.5mm stainless steel case with a
large crown and twin pushers, emergency alarm cable is located to ...[more]

300

LOUIS CARTIER BLACK COMPOSITE GT BALLPOINT PEN,serial number 009527, comes with Cartier box and paperwork dated
11/2000. pen is currently working. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition
please contact us ***

301

LOUIS CARTIER BLACK COMPOSITE GT FOUNTAIN PEN,serial number 005386, comes with Cartier box and paperwork dated 1998.
pen is currently working. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact
us ***

302

18CT OPEN FACED POCKET WATCH , tested 18ct, round, floral gold dial with black hands, black roman numeral markers,35mm gold
, key wind movement. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us
***

303

A GROUP OF 5 ANTIQUE PEARL STICK PENS, yellow metal, tested at 9ct but could be higher. *** Please view images carefully as
they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

304

PAIR OF LALIQUE PARAKEETS CUDDLING.h 18,7 cm x l 8,3 cm x w 6,2 cm. *** Please view images carefully as they are part of the
description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

305

GENTLEMAN'S STEEL ST DUPONT LIGHTER 1K 5BH9, 55X 35mm, working but needs fuel..*** Please view images carefully as they
are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

306

VINTAGE CLASSIC DUNHILL LIGHTER, 14k outer jacket,63x 23mm, total weight 95.56 gms, currently working needs fuel,.*** Please
view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

307

GENTLEMAN'S 9CT VINTAGE WATERMANS FOUNTAIN PEN. hallmarked, total weight 23.52gms.*** Please view images carefully as
they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

308

GENTLEMANS MONT BLANC MEISTERSTUCK FOUNTAIN PEN, BT1348288, black resin with gold livery, 14k two tone nib stamped
585 ref 4810.comes with box and papers date 11/03/2018.*** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further
info on condition please contact us ***

309

LADIES CARTIER DE MUST LIGHTER , REF 37039 F. 67x 20 mm gold plated case,comes with box and is currently running.*** Please
view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

310

9CT VINTAGE RONSON ADONIS VARAFLAME LIGHTER, 9ct sheath,58x46mm case, hallmarked 9ct, comes with box and cleaning
cloth, total weight 70.66 gms,.*** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please
contact us ***

311

GENTLEMAN'S MONT BLANC FOUNTAIN PEN, 14k white gold nib stamped 585, comes with box and papers dated december 2006,
.*** Please view images carefully as they are part of the description, for further info on condition please contact us ***

313

Group of 1 fountain pen and 2 pencils, 9ct yellow gold Mabie, Todd & Co swan fountain pen, 9ct yellow gold E.Baker & Son propelling
pencil, 9ct yellow gold Wahl-Eversharp pencil

